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Important information
• The Fund invests primarily in equity securities of companies in the US real estate industry.  
• Investment involves risks. Key risks for this fund include Risk of Investment in the Real Estate Industry and REITs, Risk of
Investment in Equity and Risk of Exposure to the Euro and Eurozone. 
• There is a risk that you may potentially lose your entire investment in this Fund. 
• The investment decision is yours but you should not invest unless the intermediary who sells it to you has advised you that it is
suitable for you and has explained why, including how buying it would be consistent with your investment objectives. You should
not make any investment decision solely based on this document. Please read the relevant offering document carefully for further
fund details including risk factors.

Performance and Market Review
In the one month period ending 30 April 2023, the Fund’s A shares returned 1.84% (net of fees) , while the benchmark returned
0.79%. 

U.S. real estate securities (FTSE Nareit Equity REITs Net Index, 0.79%, the “Index”) underperformed the broader equity market (S&P
500 Index, 1.56%) for the month, as listed real estate continues to lag equity markets on a year-to-date basis. During the month,
economic data modestly softened, and the high rate of inflation started to ease, which suggests we are moving toward a period of
interest rate stabilization. The Fund outperformed the Index, returning 1.84% (Class A shares net of fees).

First Republic Bank released an extremely negative earnings report in late April and eventually failed in early May, representing the
third failure of an American bank since March, which continued to fuel investor concerns around the availability and cost of debt
capital. The Federal Reserve also met in early May and raised interest rates 25 basis points,  while signaling a potential pause in
further increases. Within the Index, the continued strong fundamentals in seniors housing health care and residential led to these
sectors outperforming for the month, while sectors historically more negatively impacted by weaker economic growth, including
offices and hotels, underperformed. Self-storage also underperformed for the month over renewed concern of weakening
fundamentals, but is still a standout performer year-to-date given announced merger and acquisition activity in the sector.

The Fund’s overweight to seniors housing health care, security selection in storage and zero position in office companies were top
relative contributors. This was partially offset by the overweight sector allocation within storage and security selection in industrial.

 Strategy and Outlook
The team uses internal proprietary research to invest in public real estate companies that we believe offer the best value relative to
their underlying assets and growth prospects. The team combines a bottom-up approach, assessing the intrinsic value, equity
multiples and growth prospects of each security, with a top-down view that incorporates fundamental inflection points,
macroeconomic considerations and geopolitical risk. By incorporating both an equity market valuation and a more traditional real
estate valuation with a top-down overlay, we believe the Fund will be better prepared to identify securities with the best expected
total returns.

Forecasted returns for the asset class have improved in the intermediate term given the expected stabilization in interest rates
across the globe in 2023, despite the more challenging macro backdrop and tightening credit conditions. While liquidity issues at
U.S. regional banks and the takeover of Credit Suisse have impacted credit conditions and capital availability, most listed real estate
companies are well positioned to operate in a weaker and less certain macro environment. Moreover, we believe relative strength in
cash flows can be expected given the unique nature of listed real estate. Specifically, the contracted rental streams with inflation-
linked escalations and the necessity-based nature of real estate, coupled with limited new real estate supply additions, may portend
limited downside in cash flows, despite near-term macro weakness and uncertainty. Additionally, we believe the relative valuation of
real estate securities is attractive, specifically when compared to direct property investment and the broader equities market, and is
presenting an interesting pricing arbitrage opportunity for investors.

 

 Source: Morgan Stanley Investment Management Limited. Data as of 30 April 2023. 
 One basis point = 0.01% 

 
This document constitutes a commentary and does not constitute investment advice nor a recommendation to invest. The value of
investments may rise as well as fall. Independent advice should be sought before any decision to invest.
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INDEX INFORMATION

The FTSE Nareit (National Association of Real Estate
Investment Trusts) Equity REITs Index: is a free 
float-adjusted market-capitalization-weighted index of tax 
qualified REITs listed on the New York Stock Exchange, NYSE

Amex and the NASDAQ National Market Systems.

The Standard & Poor’s 500® Index (S&P 500®) measures
the performance of the large cap segment of the U.S. equities
market, covering approximately 80% of the U.S. equities
market. The Index includes 500 leading companies in leading
industries of the U.S. economy.

Secular trends that have been unfolding over the past several years and that were accelerated by COVID-19 will result in winners
and losers for real estate.

In retail, secular headwinds remain given the continued expectation for growth in e-commerce and the focus on omnichannel
distribution; however, COVID-19 has highlighted the importance of physical stores due to benefits from increased brand
recognition and stronger insulation from supply chain issues, among others. Discretionary spending and consumer confidence
are declining amid high inflation and could negatively impact store plans for discretionary retailers; we therefore favor the
outlook for nondiscretionary, grocery and convenience-oriented retail landlords. Tenant bankruptcy watch lists are increasing
but remain manageable for the sector to navigate.
Work-from-home policies will likely be a permanent overhang on office demand, and related uncertainty regarding future office
absorption is expected to remain an open question. Utilization rates remain stubbornly low versus 2019 levels. Meanwhile,
office-using labor markets are moderating, with increased layoffs and hiring freezes expected to continue.
In lodging, leisure demand is exceeding expectations. Business travel is likely secularly impaired, and increasing recession odds
are a negative for corporate capex and lodging demand.
In residential, affordability concerns regarding homeownership given rising mortgage rates and home price appreciation will
likely lead to increasing rental demand. However, supply growth is above historical trend, and increasing job layoffs will be a
governor on new household formation and rent growth.
In industrial, fundamentals remain robust, driven by the continued need to modernize logistics distribution, which has resulted
in record-low vacancy and double-digit revenue growth for warehouses. While new market rent growth is moderating from
historic highs, the embedded growth remains the highest within commercial real estate and is expected to remain strong for
several years.
In self-storage, fundamentals are strong, with below-average new supply and stable demand. Investors are increasingly focused
on the moderation in new market rents and return to typical seasonality for the sector, after bucking those trends throughout
the COVID-19 pandemic; however, cash flows are expected to remain strong.
In health care, the necessity-based nature of seniors housing demand is anticipated to insulate fundamentals from macro
headwinds. Labor shortages and expense pressures are dissipating.
In data centers, data growth facilitating the digital economy and new technologies continues to provide a robust backdrop for
new demand. New supply is more limited than historically given power availability challenges, which has resulted in a favorable
environment for landlords to increase rents. These power availability challenges are anticipated to remain a critical issue going
forward.

For further information, please contact your Morgan Stanley Investment Management representative. 

  
FUND FACTS
Launch date
09 January 1996

Base currency
U.S. dollars

Index
FTSE Nareit Equity REITs (Net) Index

Calendar Year Returns (%)
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results.

YTD 2022 2021 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016 2015 2014 2013
Class A Shares 4.21 -27.48 40.04 -19.10 15.79 -10.82 2.30 3.09 -1.17 29.71 2.26

FTSE Nareit Equity REITs (Net) Index 3.17 -25.17 41.66 -9.07 24.50 -6.17 3.95 7.34 2.02 28.65 1.31

Investment involves risks. All performance data is calculated NAV to NAV, net of fees, and assume the reinvestment
of all dividends and income. The sources for all performance and Index data is Morgan Stanley Investment
Management. Please refer to the relevant offering documents for fund details, including risk factors. 

 

 



DISTRIBUTION

This material is only intended for and will be only
distributed to persons resident in jurisdictions where such
distribution or availability would not be contrary to local
laws or regulations. It is the responsibility of any person in
possession of this material and any persons wishing to
make an application for Shares in pursuant to the
Prospectus to inform themselves and observe all applicable
laws and regulations of any relevant jurisdictions. 

MSIM, the asset management division of Morgan Stanley
(NYSE: MS), and its affiliates have arrangements in place to
market each other’s products and services. Each MSIM
affiliate is regulated as appropriate in the jurisdiction it
operates. MSIM’s affiliates are: Eaton Vance Management
(International) Limited, Eaton Vance Advisers International
Ltd, Calvert Research and Management, Eaton Vance
Management, Parametric Portfolio Associates LLC, and
Atlanta Capital Management LLC. 

Hong Kong: This material has been issued by Morgan Stanley
Asia Limited for use in Hong Kong. The contents of this
document have not been reviewed by the Securities & Futures
Commission of Hong Kong. For investment returns denominated
in foreign currency: "The investment returns are denominated in
foreign currency. US/HK dollar-based investors are therefore
exposed to fluctuations in the US/HK dollar vs foreign currency
exchange rate." 

IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

Any index referred to herein is the intellectual property 
(including registered trademarks) of the applicable licensor. Any 
product based on an index is in no way sponsored, endorsed, 
sold or promoted by the applicable licensor and it shall not

have any liability with respect thereto. The Fund is actively
managed, and the management of the fund is not constrained by
the composition of the Benchmark. 

All investments involve risks, including the possible loss of
principal. The material contained herein has not been based on a
consideration of any individual client circumstances and is not
investment advice, nor should it be construed in any way as tax,
accounting, legal or regulatory advice. To that end, investors
should seek independent legal and financial advice, including
advice as to tax consequences, before making any investment
decision. 

MSIM has not authorised financial intermediaries to use and to
distribute this material, unless such use and distribution is made
in accordance with applicable law and regulation. MSIM shall not
be liable for, and accepts no liability for, the use or misuse of this
material by any such financial intermediary. If you are a
distributor of the Morgan Stanley Investment Funds, some or all
of the funds or shares in individual funds may be available for
distribution. Please refer to your sub-distribution agreement for
these details before forwarding fund information to your clients. 

The whole or any part of this material may not be directly or
indirectly reproduced, copied, modified, used to create a
derivative work, performed, displayed, published, posted,
licensed, framed, distributed or transmitted or any of its
contents disclosed to third parties without the Firm’s  express
written consent. This material may not be linked to unless such
hyperlink is for personal and non-commercial use. All
information contained herein is proprietary and is protected
under copyright and other applicable law.

This material may be translated into other languages. Where
such a translation is made this English version remains definitive.
If there are any discrepancies between the English version and
any version of this material in another language, the English
version shall prevail. 
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